Estrogen increases the sensitivity of ovariectomized rats to the disruptive effects produced by antagonism of D2 but not D1 dopamine receptors during performance of a response learning task.
Estrogen impairs performance on some striatum-sensitive tasks of learning and memory. Evidence indicates that it may have these impairing effects by creating a bias to use hippocampally based strategies to solve tasks whether or not it is advantageous to do so. Estrogen may also exert direct effects in the striatum to affect performance on striatum-mediated procedural memory tasks. In spite of the robust effects that estrogen exerts on nigrostriatal dopaminergic neurons, the role of dopamine in the estrogen-induced effects on procedural memory tasks remains unexplored. The goal of the present study was to assess the independent and interactive effects of estrogen and dopamine antagonists on a striatum-mediated response learning task. Adult rats were ovariectomized and implanted with Silastic capsules containing 25% estradiol diluted in cholesterol or 100% cholesterol. Rats were trained to receive food rewards in an elevated plus maze by making a specified response (right or left turn). Following acquisition, dose-effect curves were determined for the D(1) dopamine receptor antagonist, SCH 23390, and the D(2) dopamine receptor antagonist, eticlopride. Estrogen did not significantly affect acquisition of the task and had no significant effect on the ability of SCH 23390 to disrupt performance on the task. However, estrogen significantly increased the sensitivity of the rats to the error-increasing effects of eticlopride. These results indicate that estrogen may differentially interact with D(1) and D(2) dopamine receptors to affect response learning. They also suggest that in addition to creating a bias to use hippocampally based strategies to solve tasks, estrogen may affect performance on procedural memory tasks through direct action on dopaminergic functioning.